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33. Strawberry Thief, UK (William Morris, 1883) 
 
Strawberry Thief is one of William Morris’s best-known designs. Often described as ‘iconic’, this 
endearing furnishing fabric resulted from Morris’s careful study of natural forms and his painstaking 
experiments with organic dyes. Designed as a block-printed chintz, Strawberry Thief is now machine-
made; however, the iconicity of the design depends not so much upon its uninterrupted production, 
but rather upon its reproduction on a variety of objects that range from coffee mugs to smartphone 
cases.  
 
‘Rascally Thrushes’ and Indigo Vats 
Strawberry Thief is a formal mirrored repeat pattern depicting pairs of birds set among stylized 
summer flowers, foliage and fruit. While the red strawberries of the design are similar to those 
illustrated in Gerard’s Herball (1597), the birds, a significant motif in Morris’s textile designs, are 
based upon his close observation of nature. Textile designer and historian Jacqueline Herald notes 
how Morris practised drawing birds;[1] a skill apparent in Strawberry Thief, which I suggest depicts 
two distinct members of the thrush family (Turdidae): the speckle-breasted singers are song thrushes 
(T. philomelos); whilst the thieves, with their noticeably darker wings, are mistle thrushes (T. 
viscivorus). The antics of these birds in the kitchen garden at Morris’s home at Kelmscott Manor 
provided the inspiration for this iconic design. His younger daughter, the designer May Morris, 
recalled: 
You can picture my Father going out in the early morning and watching the rascally thrushes 
at work on the fruit-beds and telling the gardener who growls, ‘I’d like to wring their necks!’ 
that no bird in the garden must be touched. There were certainly more birds than strawberries 
in spite of attempts at protection.[2]  
 
The use of pairs of birds in this distinctive ‘turn-over pattern’ is characteristic of the textiles 
designed by Morris from 1876 to 1883; this feature relates to his woven textile designs, and is based 
on his study of Medieval Italian silks at the South Kensington Museum (now the V&A).[3]  The birds 
play an important role within the design’s structure, a net ‘framed of variously proportioned diamonds’ 
– one of the basic forms of pattern construction described in Morris’s lecture ‘Some Hints on Pattern 
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Design’ (1881).[4] However, as May Morris comments this net-pattern is ‘so concealed that you 
scarcely see the construction.’[5]  
At a time when the British textile industry was dominated by mechanised roller printing, Morris 
used the ancient technique of block-printing, translating his complex design onto twenty-four pear-
wood blocks, carved by Barrett’s of Bethnal Green.[6] Similarly, condemning fugitive aniline dyes as 
‘the foul blotches of the capitalist dyer’, Morris used natural substances, particularly indigo, ‘the great 
substantive dye.’[7] Living up to his motto, se je puis (if I can), Morris experimented for years before 
mastering the process of indigo-discharge printing at his Merton Abbey workshops, with the 
successful production of Brother Rabbit; Rose and Thistle; Bird and Anemone and Borage in 1882.[8] 
Strawberry Thief was Morris’s first many-coloured printed chintz. The Merton Abbey Dye 
Book (1881-92), a hand-written record of the recipes used for printing and samples of fabrics, notes 
that in printing Strawberry Thief the cloth ‘comes 3 times on table’[9] while in a letter to his elder 
daughter Jenny, Morris wrote that had been ‘anxiously superintending’ its first printing’[10] The time-
consuming processes, which relied upon the skills of the dyers and printers at Merton Abbey, were 
described in a booklet published by Morris & Co., in 1911: 
The cotton cloth is first dyed to a uniform dark shade of blue in one of the large indigo vats, 
and is printed with a bleaching reagent which either reduces or removes the blue colour as 
required by the design. Mordants are then printed on the white parts, where the red has to 
come, and the whole cloth is dyed a second time with madder. The process is repeated a 
third time for yellow [...] the colours are set by passing the fabric through soap at almost 
boiling heat. The final treatment is to spread the cloth on the grass with its printed face to the 
light, so that the whites may be purified and all the fugitive colour removed in nature’s own 
way.[11]  
 
Strawberry Thief Forever 
Unsurprisingly, its lengthy production process meant that Strawberry Thief was among the most 
expensive of Morris & Co.’s printed chintzes: May Morris suggested that ‘Customers who exclaimed at 
the prices of the many-coloured chintzes would have done well to visit the works […] and watch the 
whole process of several printings’. [12],Priced at 4/9 shillings per yard,(equivalent to £110 in terms of 
relative income value) it was, nonetheless, one of the most commercially popular patterns[13] both as 
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a chintz and as an upholstery fabric: its appeal for contemporaries explained by the design’s 
‘familiarity with nature that makes it human and entertaining.’ [14] 
Registered on 11th May 1883, Strawberry Thief was exhibited by Morris & Co., at the Foreign 
Fair at Boston, USA in the winter of 1883-4. Displayed as a curtain fabric, the Morris & Co. catalogue 
suggested: ‘The Strawberry-thief would also make a very lovely wall-covering for a small room.’[15] 
Forty years later Strawberry Thief curtains were displayed in the ‘Room Illustrative of the Period 1888’ 
at the British Empire Exhibition of 1924. Indicative of its iconic status, Strawberry Thief has since 
featured in other notable exhibitions including two at the V&A: the Centenary of William Morris of 1934 
and Victorian and Edwardian Decorative Arts of 1952. 
Far from being consigned to history, Strawberry Thief was produced by Morris & Co. using 
indigo-discharge and block printing methods, until the company went into voluntary liquidation in May 
1940. Morris & Co. was bought by Sanderson & Sons Ltd., from the Receiver for £400;[16] however, 
the original blocks for Strawberry Thief and other Morris designs were bought as part settlement of a 
debt by Stead McAlpin, the specialist textile printers and dyers (now part of the John Lewis 
Partnership). From 1941 Stead McAlpin printed from the blocks for various customers including 
Thorp, Old Bleach Company, M.S.F Carlisle and Warner & Sons but finally, in 1980, the original 
blocks were given to the V&A. However, in 1984 Sanderson re-launched ‘Morris & Co’ as a separate 
brand and began producing a range of machine-manufactured wallpapers and fabrics including 
Strawberry Thief. The design was also re-scaled from its original 52 x 44.5cm (20½ x 17½ inch) 
repeat and produced as a rotary design by Stead McAlpin for Liberty in the late 1980s.[17] The 
Textiles Collection at the Whitworth Gallery in Manchester holds original examples of both the Morris 
& Co., chintz and the re-scaled Liberty tana lawn version, which side-by-side make for a startling 
contrast. Still recognisable, despite these adaptations to suit different forms of production and 
different consumers, it is the enduring popularity of Strawberry Thief that suggests its iconic status. 
  
‘If I can’ to iPad 
If the word ‘iconic’ has been over-used and misapplied, it might be argued so too has Strawberry 
Thief. Although the print appeared on Royal Mail postage stamps commemorating British Textiles 
issued on July 23, 1982, its ubiquity really began with manufacture of Morris merchandise for the V&A 
Exhibition William Morris 1834-1896 in 1996.The museum’s collection holds the original blocks and a 
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sample of the chintz and displays an example of the transfer-printed stoneware mug decorated with 
Strawberry Thief manufactured by Dunoon Ceramics for the 1996 Centenary Exhibition. 
Certainly since 1996 the number of Strawberry Thief commodities has expanded – due 
largely to the use of digital technologies in reproducing patterns: Strawberry Thief is among the many 
Morris designs available on CD-ROM. Machine-printed, available in a several colour-ways in both 
drape and upholstery weights, Strawberry Thief is also produced as a wallpaper even though ‘Morris 
considered that design for a flat surface was one thing, and design for chintz, usually hanging in folds, 
was another.’[18] Cushions and ‘tapestries’ can be bought, or made at home using Strawberry Thief 
embroidery kits, and to ensure success, the home-stitcher can buy a co-ordinated range of Liberty 
Strawberry Thief sewing equipment (scissor cases, tape-measures, sewing boxes, thimbles, button 
jars and pin cushions), and a sewing box in which to store them. 
Similarly, garments and accessories, including scarves, ties and watch straps, are available in 
the Liberty version of Strawberry Thief. An innovative collaboration, ‘Liberty X Nike’ (2008) resulted in 
a pair of trainers, where three signature Liberty prints including Strawberry Thief create a ‘perfect 
juxtaposition with the clean design lines of the Dunk silhouette’ according to the Nike website.]More 
recently, in May 2012, Liberty’s ‘Wild Nature’ collaboration with Doc Martens has produced a dual-
branded version of the 8-Eye Boot (and matching leather satchel) decorated with Strawberry Thief. 
Aimed at a market with more traditional tastes, Strawberry Thief appears on PVC tote bags, 
umbrellas, gardening tools and kitchen textiles, including an alarming red version manufactured by 
Ulster Weavers: here, Morris’s painstaking experiments with indigo have been forgotten. Many 
Strawberry Thief items are sold in the shops of heritage organisations with Morris connections 
including Kelmscott Manor; the refurbished William Morris Gallery at Walthamstow, and the National 
Trust, which owns Morris’s Red House and properties with Arts & Crafts Movement interiors notably 
Wightwick Manor, where an example of a chair covered in Strawberry Thief stands in the Great 
Parlour. Kelmscott Manor, where the walls of the ‘Old Hall’ were once hung with Strawberry Thief,[19] 
sells mugs and jugs that feature the thieving mistle thrush and his stolen strawberry. This fugitive 
rascal – who first escaped onto presentation packs for the commemorative stamps designed by Peter 
Hatch – has also inspired a range of jewellery; stained glass and gifts, such as Matt Sewell’s 
handmade wooden bird and berry made exclusively for the V&A Shop. Museum & Galleries Marketing 
Ltd., which manufactures cards, stationery and gifts for the cultural sector, also offers a range of co-
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ordinated Strawberry Thief goods, made under licence from the V&A, which includes post-it notes and 
pencils. For those accustomed to the latest in communications technology Strawberry Thief cases for 
iPhones, iPods and iPads can be printed-to-order via Zazzle which is, according to its website: ‘the 
world's leading platform for quality custom products’. 
.Originally designed for block-printed chintz, Strawberry Thief is now applied to so many other 
objects that it offers almost as many meanings: to some it represents idyllic summer gardens; to 
others it means ‘William Morris’; ‘Arts & Crafts’; ‘British Textiles’; or even ‘heritage good taste’; while 
its more recent applications form a ‘perfect juxtaposition’ of the hi-tech with the traditional. Hand-made 
or hand-held Strawberry Thief is an icon indeed. 
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